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Tenets of TaeKwon-Do: Integrity
Needless to say, the success or failure of TaeKwon-Do 
training depends largely on how one observes and 
implements the tenets of TaeKwon-Do, which should 
serve as a guide for all serious students of the art. 

In TaeKwon-Do, the word integrity assumes a looser 
definition than the one usually presented in Webster’s 
dictionary. One must be able to define right and wrong 
and have the conscience, if wrong, to feel guilt. Listed 
are some examples where integrity is lacking:

1: The instructor who misrepresents himself and his art 
by presenting improper techniques to his students be-
cause of a lack of knowledge or apathy.

2: The student who misrepresents herself by “fixing” 
breaking materials before demonstrations.

3: The instructor who camouflages bad techniques with 
luxurious training halls and false flattery to his students.

4: The student who requests rank from an instructor, or 
attempts to purchase it.

5: The student who gains rank for ego purposes or the 
feeling of power.

6: The instructor who teaches and promotes her art for 
materialistic gains.

7: The student whose actions do not live up to his word.

8: The student who feels ashamed to seek opinions 
from her juniors.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do 
Volume 1, Pages 15-16

TaeKwon-Do and Ancient Korea
Throughout the world numerous styles of hand and foot 
fighting have been developed, each of which reflects 
the needs of the time and the varying historical and 
cultural background of the country where it originated.

In China, open hand fighting is called Kung-Fu or 
Daeji-Chon; in India, Selambam; in France, Savate; in 
Japan, Judo, Karate, or Aikido; in Russia, Sambo; in 
Malaysia, Bosilat; in Thailand, Kick Boxing; and in Ko-
rea there was Taek-Kyon and Soo-Bak-Gi, which were 
later refined and combined into the TaeKwon-Do we 
know and practice today.

During the period between the 1st century BC and the 
7th century AD, the Korean peninsula was divided into 
three kingdoms: Silla, Koguryo, and Baek Je. Silla, the 
smallest of these kingdoms, was constantly under inva-
sion and harassment by its two more powerful northern 
and western neighbors. During the reign of Chin Heu-
ng, the young aristocrats and warrior class formed an 
elite officer’s corps called Hwa Rangdo.

This warrior corps, in addition to the ordinary training in 
spear, bow, sword, and hook, also trained themselves 
by practicing mental and physical discipline, and var-
ious forms of hand and foot fighting. To harden their 
bodies, they climbed rugged mountains, swam the tur-
bulent rivers in the coldest months, and drove them-
selves unmercifully to prepare for the task of defending 
their homeland.

The Hwa Rangdo became known in the peninsula for 
their courage and skill in battle, gaining respect from 
even their bitterest foes. The strength they derived 
from their respect to their code enabled them to attain 
feats of valor that became legendary.

There is much historical evidence to document the ex-
istence of a form of hand and foot fighting during this 
period in both Silla and Koguryo, resembling Taek Kyon 
or Japanese Ju Jitsu.

Read the rest of this article in the extended online edition of this 
newsletter, available for free at: www.sdytaekwondo.com

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 1, Pages 24-33

Practice Logs
Be sure you are filling out your practice logs; we are 
currently several weeks into this session and the black 
belts have only seen a few logs. When testing ap-
proaches, the black belts will check your practice logs 
as a part of your testing interview, and it is important 
that you practice consistently throughout the session. 
If you don’t know what to practice, ask!
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Quiz Rules:
 
      • Beginner: Below Green Stripe  |  Intermediate: Green Stripe - Blue Belt  |  Advanced: Above Blue Belt
 You must answer all questions up to your rank level.
      • Correct answers must be submitted to Mr. Rossiaky BEFORE the next newsletter is distributed to    
 qualify for Student of the Year points. Quizzes are optional but strongly recommended.
      • Answers can come from class, the SDY Student Handbook, or the Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do,    
 available for free online at: www.bluecottagetkd.com/
      • The previous issue’s answers are always posted in the extended online edition of this newsletter,    
 available for free on our official website: www.sdytaekwondo.com                         

QUICK QUIZ
                      From what countries do TaeKwon-Do and Ju Jitsu originate?Beginner: 

                            How many moves are in Do-San? How many movements? Explain.Intermediate: 

                       Describe the differences between fast motion and continuous motion.Advanced:

The Breakdown
Palm Hooking Block

E-mail us at: Newsletter@sdytaekwondo.com

Unlike other methods of blocking, this technique re-
quires a minimum amount of effort on the part of the 
defender and allows the opposite hand an immediate 
response for counterattacking. Though occasionally 
performed with an outer forearm, knife-hand, or back-
hand, the palm is usually most effective.

This technique can be used in nearly all stances, 
though walking stance is most commonly used. An in-
side block can be used but outside block can best en-
sure blocking of the opponent’s other free hand.

The blocking tool must reach the target in an arc so it 
is able to be properly placed on the opponent’s back 
forearm our outer tibia.

Keep the elbow bent about 25º outward and the wrist 
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slightly inward at the moment of the block. The palm 
is the best tool for increasing the chances of making 
a successful grab. The intermediate is the same as an 
outer forearm block, with the blocking hand on the in-
side, knuckles to knuckles.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 3, Pages 268-271



EXCLUSIVE ONLINE CONTENT
Take A Stance!

Closed Ready Stance A
Though there are many ready stances, parallel, open, 
closed, and bending ready stances are exclusively 
used in the fundamental and pattern exercises. The 
ready stance is not a direct part of any action. It merely 
positions a student before he begins his motions or al-
lows time for concentration of spirit.

In this ready stance, the feet are together with the toes 
pointing forward. The right hand forms a fist cupped by 
the left hand. The distance between the philtrum and 
the fists is about 30 centimeters.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 2, Pages 160-163
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TaeKwon-Do and Ancient Korea
Continued from Page 1

It appears that the warriors of Hwa Rangdo added a 
new dimension to this primitive method of foot fighting 
by gearing it to combat and infusing the principles of 
the Hwa Rangdo.

The 2nd Gup pattern, Hwa Rang, is named after these warriors: 
Hwa-Rang is named after the Hwa-Rang youth group which orig-
inated in the Silla Dynasty in the early 7th century. The 29 move-
ments refer to the 29th Infantry Division, where TaeKwon-Do de-
veloped into maturity.



QUICK QUIZ ANSWERS
answers to quick quiz from volume 8 | issue 1

                      What stance do we stand in after the command Joonbi.

 Parallel Ready Stance

SDY Student Handbook
Section VI, Page 7

Beginner: 

                            What does the word Gup mean? What Gup are you?

 Gup means color belt rank. A black belt rank is called a Dan. Gup ranks are below, find yours! Note, 
white tips are half Gups.

 10th Gup - White Belt  7th Gup - Green Stripe  4th Gup - Blue Belt
 9th Gup - Yellow Stripe 6th Gup - Green Belt  3rd Gup - Red Stripe
 8th Gup - Yellow Belt  5th Gup - Blue Stripe  2nd Gup - Red Belt
         1st Gup - Black Stripe
Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 1, Pages 91-92

Intermediate: 

                       Why are there 24 patterns?

 The life of a human being, perhaps 100 years, can be considered as a day when compared with eterni-
ty. Therefore, we mortals are no more than simple travelers who pass by the eternal years of an aeon in a day. 
The 24 patterns represent 24 hours, one day, or all my life.

Encyclopedia of TaeKwon-Do
Volume 1, Page 155

Advanced:
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 You must answer all questions up to your rank level.
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